with r essential parameters a v a 2 , -, a r . The transformations defined by these equations, for assigned values of the a's, may be denoted by T a . Each transformation of this family is paired with its inverse.
For finite values of the parameters a, the transformation T a (provided it is not illusory) belongs to a one parameter group generated by the infinitésimal transformation As the a's approach certain limiting values, one or more of which is infinite, T a may have a definite finite transformation T as a limit. The transformation T may be regarded as a transformation of the family, and, if equivalent to a transformation T b with finite parameters, can be generated by an infinitesimal transformation of the family (namely, b x X x + •" + b r X r ), but not otherwise.* Let it be assumed that
-., r), *Thus, if the transformation T a , for one or more of the a's infinite, is finite and definite, but is not equivalent to a transformation of the family with finite parameters, the transformation T a cannot be generated by an infinitesimal transformation of the family. To this extent Lie's theorem on p. 65 of the Transformationsgruppen, vol. 1, requires modification. the c'a being constants. Then, by the chief theorem of Lie's theory, the family of transformations (1) For finite values of the a's and 6's it may happen that every branch of one or more of the functions <p is infinite. In this case, while each of the transformations T a and T h is generated by an infinitesimal transformation of the group, the transformation T b T a , resulting from their composition, cannot be generated thus, and the group cannot properly be said to be continuous. A transformation of G which cannot be generated by an infinitesimal transformation of G may be termed essentially singular.
In what follows I shall signify by T a , T w etc., transformations of the groups with finite parameters generated, respectively, by the infinitesimal transformations a 1 X 1 + a,X 2 + .» + a r X r , \X X + b t X % + -+ b r X r , etc.
Group G may contain a transformation T a (generated by an infinitesimal transformation) which, in composition with every transformation of some one (or more) subgroups of G with one parameter, in particular with the infinitesimal transformation of such subgroup, results in an essentially singular transformation. Such a transformation T a I term non-essentially singular. The values of the a's for which T a is non-essentially singular may be termed critical values of the parameters. The critical values of the parameters are included among those for which one or more of the roots of the equation in p 2/%U •""" Pi 2/^21 ? r r = 0, is equal to an even multiple, not zero, of w\/ -1. This condition is necessary but not sufficient. That is to say, for values of the a's for which one or more of the roots of this equation is an even multiple, not zero, of 7rV -1, T a is not necessarily singular. I find that every transformation of (?, in particular every essentially or non-essentially singular transformation, can be obtained by the composition of two non-singular transformations. Also that, corresponding to every essentially singular transformation T of (?, a non-singular transformation T a , whose parameters are functions of a variable A, can be found which can be made to approach as nearly as we please to T by taking X sufficiently small, and such that
In every group G containing essentially singular transformations which I have examined, non-essentially singular transformations also exist, and any non-singular transformation T a whatever combined with some one, or more, nonsingular or non-essentially singular transformations T b results in an essentially singular transformation. These relations undoubtedly hold invariably.
Let jf a denote the bilinear form where the m's are integers, and the <p'& are rational functions of the coefficients of the bilinear form e$<*e$K The equations defining the transformations of one group may restrict the functions ^ to fewer branches than in the case of another group of the same structure (Zusammensetzung.) Consequently, of two groups of the same structure, one may be continuous and the other may be discontinuous, that is, may possess essentially singular transformations.f * If we denote by Ta the transformation of G whose parameters are tb u tb 2 , •••, tb r , which is generated by the infinitesimal transformation & t Zi4
\-b r X r , the transformation TtbTâ is essential singular only for those values of t for which the determinant is zero of the bilinear form € f & e 3fa -I f My attention was first drawn to this fact by my pupil, Mr. S. E. Slocum.
